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Watch out!
You can get hacked too

NAFSA Region XII Conference
Las Vegas, Nevada

Thursday November 2, 2006
10:30am – 12:00pm
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Introduction

Outcomes
1. Awareness of security breaches- UNLV’s

experience
2. Basic steps you need to know to keep data safe
3. Preparation you should do now that will aid you if 

you have a breach
4. Advice for responding to those affected by a 

breach

Audience
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Introduction

Today’s Presenters:

Carrie Scrutchens
Database Specialist, Immigration
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
carrie.scrutchens@unlv.edu

Kristen Young
Director, 
International Students & Scholars
University of Nevada, Las Vegas    
kristen.young@unlv.edu

Presentation also developed by:

Dr. Joe Potts
Director, International Student & 
Scholar Services
University of Kansas             

Dr. Marion Boultbee
Director, International Services
Teachers College
Columbia University     

Patricia Croom
Assistant Director, Application 
Services
Michigan State University
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UNLV’s Hacking Incident

fsaATLAS database
March 8, 2005
Call from campus Network Operations Center
Server taken off-line
How much data? Which data?
Campus IT security officer worked with FBI
Gave hard drives to FBI
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Sensitive Data 101

How does this apply to me?
Data you may have:

Databases (SEVIS or other)
Student Information System
Employee data (student or staff)
Spreadsheets
Lists
Text fields/comments
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Sensitive Data 101

Anatomy of a break-in
Most “hacks” are scripted; not targeted
Most identity theft involves insiders
How do you know if you have been hacked?
How do you know if sensitive data has been 
compromised?
Consider viruses, spyware, keyloggers, etc
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Sensitive Data 101
Federal

FERPA – Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
PCIDSS – Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard
HIPAA – Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act

State or city
Emerging legislation related to intrusions and 
disclosure

Michigan Social Security Number Privacy Act
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Sensitive Data 101
Managing Sensitive Data – Institutional Policy

Example
“…refers those personal attributes that if exposed (via 
unauthorized intrusion) could result in possible identity theft,
or in the commission of fraud (or other illegal act). Social 
Security numbers, payment card numbers (a.k.a. credit 
card numbers), account numbers, and driver’s license 
numbers when used in conjunction with other personal data 
(name, address, date of birth) are the primary targets.”

http://lct.msu.edu/security/documents/Managing_Sensitive_D
ata_Guide.pdf

You need to discuss with I.T.

http://lct.msu.edu/security/documents/Managing_Sensitive_Data_Guide.pdf
http://lct.msu.edu/security/documents/Managing_Sensitive_Data_Guide.pdf
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Sensitive Data 101

Awareness of Sensitive Data
What data do you have?  Where? 
What data do you transfer?  How?
Who has access to what data?
Think about: older files, disk/CD, shared laptops, 
test data, home computers, jump drives, etc.
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Sensitive Data 101
Security you can implement

Levels
Network, server, routers
Workstation
Home computer; laptops
Portable media & devices (flash drives)

Physical security – where is your server?
Software – firewalls etc
Equipment Disposal – format hard disks
Vigilance required!
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Sensitive Data 101

Resources 
MSU Sensitive Data Site

http://lct.msu.edu/security/

MSU Managing Sensitive Data Guide
http://lct.msu.edu/security/documents/Managing_Sensitive_Data_Guide.pdf

MSU Security Administrator Guidelines
http://lct.msu.edu/documents/securityformsuadministrators.pdf

http://lct.msu.edu/security/
http://lct.msu.edu/security/documents/Managing_Sensitive_Data_Guide.pdf
http://lct.msu.edu/documents/securityformsuadministrators.pdf
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Preparing for the Worst

Form good relationships now because you’ll 
need help… it shouldn’t be the first time you 
have talked to

Public Relations 
IT – know your contact persons
Legal services / Legal Counsel
Your boss
Law enforcement – DHS or local
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Preparing for the Worst

Know what you have and be prepared to 
explain it to outsiders

What is SEVIS? (written summary)
What is {fsaATLAS}?
What data is in there and why? (have a list)
Where is the data stored, could it be stored 
anywhere else?
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Preparing for the Worst 
Have a plan and know procedures

Institution/company’s data security protocol and 
review annually with staff
Governmental notification requirements

SEVP notification
Local laws

Media response plan
Incident Response Team
Plan for reaching those affected (address lists etc)
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Preparing for the Worst
Other administrative suggestions

Great time to ask for new equipment
Know how your boss might react and plan 
accordingly.  Discuss data security breaches with 
him/her now.
Prepare for follow-up after the fact (What has 
changed as a result of the breach?)
Talk to IT staff now and ask what kind of security 
measures are in place.  Make sure they know what 
kind of data you are storing.
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If It Happens
Before doing anything else, answer these questions:
1. What really happened?
2. Who is affected?
3. Discuss these considerations with the Incident 

Response Team to ensure consistency:
Legal
Ethical
Strategic
Process
Logistics
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If It Happens

Answer these questions…
4. How will we notify everyone and who needs 

to help us do that?
5. What should be the message’s stance, 

details, and wording?
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If it happens

The international office staff (and others) 
should

Promote the international office as a resource
Avoid the blame game
Meet with individuals and groups – be accessible
Respond promptly to all reasonable requests
Provide support and information about ID theft
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If it happens
Reactions you can expect from those affected 
include-

Confusion…. for example
What happened?
What data was in there?
How bad is it?
What does identity theft mean?
What’s a fraud alert?
Should I change my Social Security number?
What should I do now?
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If it happens

How to respond to confusion-

Verbal clarification (email, phone calls)
Written instructions/information
Individual counseling
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If it happens

Fear… for example

What if someone steals my identity?
What if immigration thinks I’ve done something 
wrong?
Will I have trouble getting a new visa?
Will I have trouble getting credit in the future?
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If it happens
How to respond to fear-

Be honest
Individual counseling
Explain processes (visa issuance etc)
Help them plan ahead and know what to say if 
asked about identity theft
Provide travel letter from top administration
Provide reassurance
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If It Happens

Anger… for example

Why didn’t you protect my information?
Why did it take so long to notify us?
The university should notify the credit 
agencies and pay for the fraud alert.
The college must take responsibility if 
anyone’s identity is stolen in the future.
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If It Happens

How to respond to anger-

Use de-escalation techniques
Give a non-defensive explanation
Provide acknowledgement of their feelings
Encourage them to move forward 
constructively
Provide follow-up reports
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Be Proactive
The best thing you can do right now is

Be Proactive!
Provide resources on ID theft – edit as needed 
to suit audience
Work with campus security and legal clinic
Tell your clientele what they can do to prevent ID 
theft
Let them know what the institution is doing to 
secure their data
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Be Proactive

Train all staff on
Explaining ID theft, getting credit reports, requesting 
a fraud alert, etc

Responding to confusion, fear, and anger
De-escalation, defusing, active listening

Have a crisis plan to meet staffing needs for influx of 
walk-ins, phone calls, and emails

Public Relations procedures – if the media calls….
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Resources
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Summary – Lessons Learned

It can happen to anyone
Know your data and don’t store it if you don’t 
need it…or store it in a different way.
Discuss this issue with other departments on 
campus before it happens. Involve the 
experts.
Educate yourself and your staff team about 
ID theft
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Q & A

Carrie Scrutchens
Database Specialist, Immigration
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
carrie.scrutchens@unlv.edu

Kristen Young
Director, International Students & Scholars

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
kristen.young@unlv.edu
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